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I. INTRODUCTION 
"Matrix theory is easy, so why should matrix computations 
be difficult? ... Eigenvalue calculations; The computer's 
speed makes them possible, the computer's inexact arithmetic 
makes them interesting," These comments in Parlett ,(1965) 
indicate the nature of the difficulty in the numerical solu­
tion of the algebraic eigenvalue problem. 
In theory it is easily stated. Let A be an n x n complex 
matrix. Then x and y* are column and row eigenvectors 
of A corresponding to an eigenvalue X if x and y* are non­
zero vectors satisfying: 
Ax = Xx (1.1) 
y*A = Xy* . Ci. 2) 
Clearly eigenvectors are not unique since any non-zero 
multiple is again an eigenvector; in fact, in the case of 
multiple eigenvalues, any non-zero vector in some k<n 
dimensional subspace may be an eigenvector. 
Many theoretical results dealing with the properties of 
eigenvectors and eigenvalues are well known. The reader 
is referred to Perlis (1952) or Wilkinson (1965 ) for a 
summary. Two results which will be used frequently in the 
sequel are quoted below; the proofs would be found in either 
of the above references. 
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Theorem 1.1 Let A be an n x n complex matrix. Then 
-1 there is a non-singular matrix S such that S AS = J where 
J is the Jordan canonical form of A. 
Theorem 1.2 Let A be an n x n complex matrix. 
Suppose A has a diagonal Jordan form. Then A has n linearly 
. * 
independent row ({y^ and column ({x^}?_^) eigen­
vectors with the property 
i * -i y x^ = 0 i 7^ j 
^ 0 i = j . 
The algebraic eigenvalue problem is important in many 
applied fields. One place where it arises is in the solution 
of a linear system of differential equations with time 
independent matrix perhaps representing a mechanical system 
with n degrees of freedom. That is 
X = Ax, (1.3) 
th 
where x is a vector whose i component is and A is a 
constant matrix. Assuming a solution of the form he^^, h 
X t At 
a constant vector, it follows that Xhe = Ahe or Ah = Xh. 
It is shown in Pontriagan (1952) that a complete solution 
of (1.3) can be given in terms of the eigenvalues and eigen­
vectors of A, if A has a complete set of eigenvectors. 
Since the matrix eigenvalue problem has been around for 
such a long time, is there still a need to investigate a new 
numerical solution to it? What are the current algorithms 
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in practice, and their limitations? 
Forsythe (1967) points out that most methods used today 
were unheard of 15 years ago. And only the power method, 
in limited application, survives the pre-computer days as 
an acceptable numerical solution for the non-hemitian 
problem. Thus the numerical eigenvalue problem is a very 
current one; in fact for non-hermitian matrices it represents 
the area of greatest research activity in computational 
linear algebra, according to the above reference. 
It may appear strange that with the speed of the 
electronic computer, the direct attack based on equations 
(1.1) and (1.2) is not adequate. That is, determine the 
nth order polynomial det [A-XI] = 0 and solve for its 
zeros to get the eigenvalues. Then solve the homogeneous 
system (A-XI)x = 0 to obtain the corresponding eigenvector. 
The difficulty here is that this approach may prove to be 
unstable. Wilkinson (1965) defines a method as stable 
if the computed eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A are 
exact eigenvalues and vectors of a matrix A + E where E is 
"small". Fox (1965) gives the following example which indi­
cates instability in the direct approach: Let p(x) 
2 0 —23 19 
= n ( X-j ). It is shown that p(x)-2 x has approximate 
j=l 
roots 16.73 +2.81 i. Thus rounding errors in calculating 
the characteristic polynomial may drastically affect its 
roots, even if they are well separated. 
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The next two approaches, the power method and the QR 
method, indicate the flavor of two basic types of methods, 
and are considered to be the best for their purpose today. 
(See, for example, Forsythe (1967), Parlett (1965) and 
Walsh (1967) . 
In considering the power method, based on a theorem 
by Von Meis in 1930, assume the n x n matrix A has a 
diagonal Jordan form and eigenvalues 1 I > I ^2 ! —* * *—I ^ * 
This special case will suggest the approach; other cases 
can be taken care of as in White (1958) or Wilkinson (1965). 
i* i Suppose each column vector of A is such that x x =1. 
Choose an arbitrary non-zero vector x. Then 
" i X = T. c.x 
i=l 
Define the sequence v^ = x 
= AV™ . 
Now 
v^ = X,^(c x^ + Z x^)) 
^ ^ i=2 1 ^1 
and since 
X. 
(_) 0 as m gets large, 2ô<n, the vector sequence 
^1 
r 
— .} converges to x . / in* m 
V V 
Knowing the eigenvector approximation we then can readily 
determine the approximate eigenvalue. Ways of doing this are 
considered in Chapter III of this thesis. 
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With the dominant eigenvalue and vector known, their 
affect must now be eliminated before proceeding. A de­
flation method is one which now replaces the matrix A 
by some A^, whose eigenvalues are the same as those of A 
except for X, which is replaced by zero; or A^ is of one 
degree less than A. One such method follows: let 
be any non-singular matrix so that 
H^x^ = 
where 
ej = the Kronecker delta. 
Then since 
and 
Ax^ = X^x^, 
H^A{H^H^~^)x^ = k^X^e^ 
— 11 i HiAIIi e = X,e 
Thus defining 
Hz = -1 
^1^1 
0 
0 i 
we can now proceed with the matrix A^, of order n-1, which 
has the eigenvalues The process can ob­
viously be continued. Reasonably stable ways of choosing 
the matrix H-j_ are discussed in detail in Householder (1964) . 
It seems clear, however, that would be less accurate than 
X ^  since error is introduced by changing the matrix at each 
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deflation st-p. 
A further disadvantage to the power method with de­
flation is the frequent slow convergence, especially in 
the case where = jXgl' 
The QR algorithm is a transformation method which is 
more frequently used when all the eigenvalues and eigen­
vectors are desired. It is based on applying a sequence 
of similarity transformation to the matrix A which, in 
the limit, yields an upper triangular matrix. It was 
developed by Francis (1961a, 1961b) and independently, 
though not with all the computational detail, by Kublanwovskaja 
in 1961. 
The basic QR algorithm is defined by the relations 
A<=> = 
a's+l) = r(S)Q(S) 
where is a unitary matrix and R is upper triangular. 
{ S } 
It is shown that the A tend to an upper triangular matrix 
and that, while the off diagonal elements do not necessarily 
tend to any limit, the diagonal elements tend to the eigen­
values. 
In practice the method is almost always applied, not to 
the original matrix A, but to a similar matrix B in Hessenberg 
form. This is done since it greatly reduces the work of each 
QR step, and since the transformation from A to B can be done 
with a finite stable algorithm. 
A further modification is made in that the method is 
( S ) 
applied to a matrix B - K I, a Hessenberg matrix with 
shifted origin, to speed the convergence^^ The transforma­
tions are applied in such a way that the (n, n-1) element 
is the first to become negligible and it is shown that the 
(n, n) element then approximates the smallest eigenvalue. 
Further iterations can then be only concerned with an n-1 
X n-1 matrix. 
If the matrix is real, Francis has devised a way of 
remaining in the real field with the transformations and, in 
the case of complex eigenvalues, getting convergence to 
a b, 
on the diagonal rather than 
-b a 
a+bi X 
0 a-bi 
The recommended method of finding the corresponding 
eigenvectors is inverse iteration, first devised by Wielandt 
in 1944; it is strictly based on the power method. Let A be 
an approximation to an eigenvalue X of A. Then if the power 
method is applied to (A-Xl) ^, rapid convergence to the 
eigenvector corresponding to X should be attained. In 
practice, this is done instead by choosing x^, then with 
Gausian elimination, the vector seguence is generated as; 
(A-TDx""*"^ = x" , n = 0,1,... . (1.4) 
Wilkinson points out that usually only a few iterations are 
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sufficient for well conditioned matrices. Clearly, great 
care must be taken in the solution of (1.4) since the matrix 
is nearly singular. Wilkinson (1963) has shown that though 
the solution of (1.4) may be very inaccurate, it is almost 
exactly a true multiple of x^, and this is all that is 
needed for an eigenvector. 
Difficulties with inverse iteration are mainly in connec­
tion with multiple or pathologically close roots. If and 
are two equal or close roots of A, then and Xg as 
approximations usually yield very different vectors when 
inverse iteration is applied. These vectors well determine 
the subspace corresponding to x^^^ and x^^^ , but if =j= ^2' 
they may not determine the vectors very well. 
And in this same connection of close roots; since B 
is the Hessenberg form of A, even though obtained stably, 
it will be difficult to distinguish between close and equal 
roots of A when working with B. In spite of these short 
comings, Wilkinson contends that this approach, QR with 
inverse iteration, appears to be the best at the present time. 
But researchers agree that more work needs to be done. 
Wilkinson, in Walsh (1967) says "Further research in 
the field might well lead to an algorithm which is superior 
to . , , those which we have recommended". Householder (1964) 
suggests perhaps the best approach may be to apply one 
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method for putting the matrix in a specific form, a second 
for gaining approximation using this special form, followed 
by a third applied to the original matrix to purify approxi­
mation to the desired accuracy. 
The method developed in this thesis has as its essential 
feature that the matrix is not changed in the course of 
the computation. It is an iterative method based on 
successive approximation to the eigenvectors. After 
considering some special properties of matrices lacking a 
complete set of eigenvectors in the second chapter, some 
general theoretical results on which the algorithm is 
based are considered in the third. The method for the 
case of real eigenvalues of real un-symmetric matrices is 
developed in chapter four. The fifth contains a discussion 
of error bounds and ill-conditioning. Computational examples 
and suggestions for future work are the topics of the last 
two chapters. 
A similar method was developed, for the symmetric matrix 
case, by Lambert and Sincovec (1968) , and much of the work 
here represents a generalization of that. Some of the work on 
the unsymmetric case was begun in a master's thesis by this 
author (Erisman (1967)). 
Unless otherwise stated, capital letters will represent 
matrices, lower case letters excluding i through n will 
represent vectors, and Greek letters will represent scalars. 
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The letters i through n will represent integers. The 
vectors y', y^, and y* will denote the transpose, conjugate, 
and conjugate transpose respectively of the vector y. 
Further, is the ith element in the vector y ,  
the (i, j) element of the matrix A, and a^^ and a^. 
denote the jth column and ith row respectively of the matrix 
Â. An eigenvector pair (x,y*) of A means x and y* are 
column and now eigenvectors of A respectively corresponding 
to the same eigenvalue. 
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II. EIGENVECTORS AND THE JORDAN FORM OF A MATRIX 
In this chapter, results relating the structure of the 
Jordan form of a matrix to the properties of the eigen­
vectors of the matrix will be summarized. Most of the 
results are known, though they are given here in the form 
they will be needed in later chapters. 
Suppose A is an h X n complex matrix. Then from 
Theorem 1.1 there is a non-singular matrix P such that 
J-. 
P"^AP = J = i<k<n, (2.1) 
"^ i " 
H 
^i 
and J. is of dimension m., meaning n = I m.. Now for each 
1 1 i=l 1 
J^ there is only one eigenvector pair (y^*, x ) ; so if there 
is some m^>l, then the matrix A does not have a complete 
set of eigenvectors, 
i i Define the vectors e as (e ). = 5.., the Kronecker 
i-1 ] 
delta; let a. = 1 + Z m., a, = 1, and let g. = m. - 1 + a.. 
1 j_l ] J- 1 1 J. 
Then the column eigenvectors x^ are given by Pe*^^ and the row 
vectors y^ by e^^ p Thus it is seen that, for 
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i* i m^>l, y X = 0. 
If the matrix A has a complete set of eigenvectors, 
i* i 
and they are scaled so that y x =1, then letting 
.1* y 
Y = 
n^ 
and X = ( x^,...,x^) 
it follows that Y = X further, X = P from (2.1). 
When A does not have a complete set of eigenvectors, 
the so called principal vectors are constructed. For each 
i such that m^>l, obtain 
(A-X^I)p^'i^^ = p^'^f (2.2) 
i 1 i i i * 
where p ' =x . Analogously the row principal vectors q 
are constructed, for m^>l, as 
^1,j+l*(^_^^I) ^ qi'i*, l<j<m^-l (2.1) 
where = y^ . That the systems (2.2) and (2.3) have 
solutions is not obvious; a proof of this is found in 
Appendix A. 
Mow for each i such that m^ = 1, let p^'^ = x^ and 
q^'^ = y^ . Then it can be shown that the sets {q^'i } and 
{p^'i } (l<i£k, are linearly independent and 
biorthogonal; specifically 
qi,m pk,j ^ Q k = i, j+m = mu + 1 (2.4) 
= 0 otherwise. 
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It can also be shown that if the vectors are scaled so (=}=0) 
in (2.4) is replaced by (=1), then the matrix P of (2.1) 
k i is constructed from the column vectors p ' . 
The following theorem, the proof of which follows 
easily from the structures of A and P, will be useful in 
the sequel: 
Theorem (2.1) Let X be an eigenvalue of the n x n 
complex matrix A. 
1. If (y*, x) is an eigenvector pair for A corres­
ponding to X so that y*x = 0, then X is an eigenvalue of at 
least multiplicity 2. 
2. If X appears in a trivial Jordan block, then there 
is an eigenvector pair (y*, x) corresponding to X such that 
y*x =}= 0. 
3. If X appears in a non-trivial Jordan block then 
there is an eigenvector y* corresponding to X such that 
for every column eigenvector x corresponding to X, 
y*x =0. 
Corollary (2.2) If the X^ in each block in equation 
(2,1) are distinct, then 
1) y^*x^ = 0, mu > 1 
2) y^ x^ ^  0, m^ = 1 
where y^ and x^ are any row and column eigenvectors of A 
corresponding to X^. 
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III. THE GENERAL ALGORITHM 
A. The Basic Theorem 
The algorithm for solving the matrix eigenvalue problem, 
developed in this chapter and in greater generality for a 
special case in the next, is based on the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.1 Let A be an n x n complex matrix; let x and 
y* be column and row n dimensional non-zero complex vectors. 
Then 
Axy* - xy*A =0 (3.1) 
if and only if x and y* are column and row eigenvectors of A 
corresponding to the same eigenvalue. 
Proof If X and y* are eigenvectors corresponding to 
the same eigenvalue, then (3.1) is obvious. So suppose (3.1) 
holds. Then 
x*Ax 
x*x 
r *  = y* A ,  ( 3 . 2 )  
AX = X . (3.2') 
X ^ Ax • From (3.2) we see that — = X is an eigenvalue with 
corresponding eigenvector y*. But if y* is an eigenvector 
of A corresponding to X, then X = . Observing that x 
is and eigenvector of A corresponding to X in (3.2') completes 
the proof ,. 
It is interesting to compare this result to those in the 
literature dealing with commuting matrices. The closest 
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is one in Wilkinson (1965) which is: Let A and B be square 
matrices with complete sets of eigenvectors. Then AB = BA 
if and only if A and B have a common eigenvector basis. 
If A has a complete set of eigenvectors. Theorem 3.1 
may be proved as a special case of this. But it should be 
noted that Theorem 3.1 does not exclude the case of A 
having non-linear elementary divisors, 
B. The Iterative Process 
Suppose and y^ are arbitrary non-zero vectors so 
that y^ x^ ={: 0. Choose {g^} and {h^ } (l<i<n-l) linearly 
0 * i 0 * i independent so that x g = y h =0. Then there is an 
eigenvector pair (u, v*) for A such that 
0 i u = X + X a.g , 
i=l ^ 
0* ^ i* 
V* = y" + E B.h-" . 
i=l 1 
Thus the problem has become: determine the 2n-2 
scalars a^, so that 
N(x^+Za^g^, y^ + XB^h^) = 0, (3.3) 
where 
N(x,y) = IjAxy* - xy*A||^ . (3.4) 
The straight forward solution to the problem is, of course, 
difficult. By minimizing (3.3) with respect to each of the 
variables we would be solving 2n-2 non-linear simultaneous 
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equations. 
Ne will consider a different approach. Choose in 
0 0* 
some way, after having x and y . Then determine so 
that 
N(x^ + y°) < M(x^, y^) . 
Let x^ = x^ + a^q^. Then choose h^ and determine Bg so that 
N(x^, y° + Bph®) < N(x^, y^) . 
By continuinq this process iteratively, that is, determining 
i i* the sequence of g , a^, h / perhaps the method would 
converge to a solution of (3.3). 
i i* To gain insight into the choice of the g , h , a^, and 
3^, we will now develop some formulas. The following two 
observations will help: 
2 1. If R is an n X n complex matrix, then ||R|| 
= tr(R*R), where || || is the Euclidean norm. 
2. If a matrix has the special form xy*, called a 
simple product matrix, then tr(xy*) = y*x. 
Using these and some straight forward alqebraic mani­
pulation we have, letting R = Axy* - xy*A, 
N(x, y) = tr(R*R) 
= (y*y)(x*A*Ax) + (y*AA*y)(x*x) (3.5) 
- (y*A*y)(x*Ax) - (y*Ay)(x*A*x). 
In choosinq the chancte vectors, g for x or h* for y* as 
indicated above, some care must be taken. For example, if 
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g = X, a = -1, then N (x + aq, y) = 0 since N(x, y) = 0 if 
either x or y* are the zero vector. Thus we want to avoid 
changes in the vectors x or y* which make the vectors 
shorter. 
Consider the set; 
G{x) = {q: g*x = 0, g ^ 0, g an n-diraensional vector}. 
If g is chosen from G(x) (or h chosen from G'y)) then 
observe that 
2 2 ||x + agj 1 = x*x + I a| g*g > x*x. 
Thus it seems reasonable to select geG(x), heG(y). 
Now suppose geG(x). For given x and y*, how should a 
be chosen so that N(x + aq, y) is least? If x is replaced 
by X + ag in (3.3) we see that N(x + ag, y) is a second 
degree equation in the real and imaginary parts of a. 
Specifically, if we define a = y + iS, a complex scalar, 
and AN^ = (y*y)A*Ax + (y*AA*y)x - (y*A*y)Ax - (y*Ay)A*x, a 
complex vector, then 
N (x + ag, y) = N(x,y) + (y^ + 5^) N(g,y) (3.6) 
+ 2Yre(g*AN ) + 2Ôim(g*AN ). 
In minimizing this equation we consider 
3N(x+ag,Y) 
— ^ — =  »  -  ' 3 - "  
3N (x+ag, y) 
^ 0. ( 3.8) 
Solving these for y and 6 we have: 
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re(g*AN^) 
(3.9) Y N(g,y) 
5 
im (g*ANj^) 
(3.10) 
N(g,y) 
Note that (3,9) and (3.10) are defined unless g and y* 
happen to be eigenvectors of A corresponding to the same 
eigenvalue, since g is chosen from G(x). Further observe 
N(x + ag, y) < N(x, y). 
This follows since îî(x + ag, y) is continuous everywhere, 
as a real valued function of y and 6, is non-negative, has 
a unique critical point given by (3.8) and (3.9) , has a 
value less than N(x, y), and becomes arbitrarily large as |y| 
and 151 increase. Similarly, by defining B = y' + i<5', a 
complex scalar, and ANy = (x*A*Ax)y + (x*x)AA*y - (x*Ax)A*y 
T (x*A*x)Ay, then 
that, unless g*AN^ = 0, at least one of y and 6 is non-zero 
and 
N(x, y + Bh) = N(x,y) + [(y ') (6 ' ) ^1N( x,h) 
+ 2y• re (h*AN^ - 26'im(h*AN^) . (3.11) 
If hsGCy), the unique solution to the equations 
(3.12) 
19 
9N(x,y+Bh) ^ Q (3.13) 
TE 
is given by 
re(h*AN ) 
'  -  ni^.h) ' < 3 - " >  
im(h*AN ) 
«' = + -Wx.h) '3-"' 
Again it follows that, for heG(y), N(x, h) > 0 unless x 
and h* are eigenvectors of A corresponding to the same eigen­
value, Further we have 
N (x,y + "Bh) _< N (x,y) 
with equality holding only if h*ANy = 0. 
To show that the algorithm converges we need the follow­
ing: 
Lemma 3.2 The vector AN^ = 0 if and only if x and y* 
are eigenvectors of A corresponding to the same eigenvalue. 
Also AN = 0 if and only if N(x, y) = 0. y 
Proof ; Observe that, for AN^ = 0, it must be true that 
b*AN^ = 0 for every n-dimensional vector b*. But 
x*AN^ = N(x,y), 
Similarly 
y*ANy = N (x,y). 
The other part of the proof is obvious. 
As the algorithm is described, a stationary point will 
be reached only if g*AN^ = h*ANy = 0 for all gEG( x) and 
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h*£G{y). This would be satisfied if x and y* are eigen­
vectors, or if X and y* satisfy 
AN^ = Çx, ANy = ny, (3.16) 
where Ç and n are non-zero scalars. 
Except in the special case of the next lemma, the 
vectors satisfying (3.16) have not been characterized. 
However, in computational experience, we have never 
encountered a case where the sequences of vectors {x^} and 
{y^ } tended to x and y* respectively satisfying (3.16). 
Lemma 3.3 Suppose A is hermitian. Then xe{y: 
{y*y)A*Ay + (y*A*Ay)y - 2(y*A*y)Ay = ay} only if x = a. 
k i k 
+ a-^]x and l_<k_<n) where y-* and u are eigenvectors of 
A such that y? = y^ = 1. Further, if then 
ttjïïj = 
The proof of this lemma appears in Appendix B since 
it is primarily tedious algebra. 
Note that the above lemma characterizes the stopping 
places of the algorithm if A is hermitian and y* = x*. This 
equality is valid, of course, since the row and column 
vectors of a hermitian matrix are conjugate transposes of 
each other, A slight revision would have to be made in the 
algorithm for this case: this is discussed in detail in 
Sincovec (1968), 
Before a formal proof of convergence can be given, the 
algorithm will have to be made more explicit. Specifically, 
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how is g chosen from G(x), and h* from G(y)? 
One such choice is 
g = (Ax - x)w 
h' = {y*A - y*)w' (3.17) 
while a second choice is 
g = (ANx -
h* = (ANy# - y*)K', (3.17') 
where the scalars w, w', k, and k' are chosen to keep the 
vectors from becoming too small; ^  where |g\| is the largest 
component of [Ax - x] , if non-zero, for example. If g 
or h* is zero take w or w'(k or k') as zéro. 
It is easy to observe that, in the first case geG(x) and 
heG(y) if neither x nor y* are eigenvectors; in the second 
case it must also be assumed that x and y* do not satisfy 
(3.16). Further, N(g, y) >0 and N(x, h) > 0 if x and y* are 
not eigenvectors of A. The first pair has a disadvantage in 
that a stationary point would be reached when, for and 
iN +0, 
^ x*AN y*AN 
g*(AN^- -5^x)= h*(ANy- -pgy y) = 0, (3.18) 
x*AN y*AN 
even if AN - * ' x ^ 0 or AN ^ t 0* second X X X  y  y  y  
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also has a disadvantage; if A is not hermitian, that pair 
will not satisfy the conditions of forthcoming Theorem 3.7. 
Using either (3.17) or (3.17'), the first part of the 
algorithm will now be formalized. The second part follows 
Theorem 3.5. 
Algorithm 3.4 For given matrix A, 
1. Choose non-zero complex vectors x^ and so that 
x^ x^ = y^ y^ = 1, i = 0. 
2. Calculate g^ and h^ as in . (3.17) and (3.17'), where 
X = x^ and y = y^. 
3. Determine from (3.9) and (3.10) , where g = g^, 
X = x^, y = y^f and a = 
i+1 4. Let X = — where y. is chosen so that 
5. Determine 3^ from (3.14) and (3.15) with x = x^^^\ 
y = y^f h = h^, and 3 = B^. 
i* i* 
i+1* y +6-h 
6. Let y = where v. is chosen so that 
V. 1 
i^+l*yi4.1 ^  
7. Replace i by i+1 and return to 2. 
Of course, in actual practice, this algorithm would be 
terminated when N(x ,y ) is less than some tolerance or has 
converged to some limit, perhaps greater than zero. The 
normalizing step has been included in 4 and 6 strictly for 
theoretical purposes; in practice the algorithm has been 
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successful normalizing only occassionally. Since 
X +a.g • . 2 2 
N( -±— , y) < Nlx^ +a.g^ .y) < Nlx^ fy^ ) 
Vi^ — 1 — 
for the indicated choice of y^( and similarly for v^), this step 
does not interfere with the decreasing norm. 
Definition A sequence is said to essentially 
converge to some u in a closed set U if for any e>0 there 
is m so that j|t^ - û||<E for some ueU, and for all i>m 
there is u^eU such that ||t^-u^||<E. 
Theorem 3.5 Let A be a given n x n complex matrix. 
Then there is a subsequence of {x^, y^ } defined by Algorithm 
3.4, say y^^^ }, which converges to (x, y*). Further, 
if (X, y*) does not satisfy (3.18) for g and h* as in 
(3.17), (or does not satisfy (3.16) for g and h* as in 
(3.17')» then the sequence {x^,y^ } essentially converges 
to (x,y*) where N(x,y) = 0. 
The proof of this Theorem is awkwardly long and so 
appears in Appendix C. It should be pointed out that while 
the theorem does not guarantee the convergence of 
{x^, y^ } to eigenvectors, only two cases have been found 
experimentally where this has not been true. They are: 
1, The algorithm was started with vectors satisfying 
3,16 (or 3,18), and 
2. The matrix A was real, x^ and y^ were chosen real, 
but A had complex roots and vectors. 
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In the first case, if A is hermitian, two eigenvectors 
may be easily calculated. If A is non-hermitian, different 
stating vectors should be chosen. In the second case, 
complex vectors should be chosen. Note that in case 2, 
the sequence {x^,y^*} would remain real if and y^ are 
real. 
The second part of the general algorithm is summarized 
as follows: 
Algorithm 3.6 For given matrix A, suppose l_<k<n 
eigenvector pairs (u^,v^ ) have been found. Using change 
vectors g and h* given by 3.17, 
1. Calculate x^ so that x^ x^ = 1 and v^ x^ = 0, l£i£k. 
2. Calculate y^ so that y^ y^ = 1 and y^ = 0, lf_ifk. 
3. Go to step 2 in Algorithm 3.4. 
The following theorem shows that with this choice of x^ 
0* 
and y a previously found eigenvector pair will not be 
found again. 
Theorem 3.7 Let A be as above and assume it has a 
complete set of eigenvectors. Suppose eigenvector pairs 
i i* (u ,v ) , l_<i£k<n, have been found. Then if new non-zero 
starting vectors x^ and y^ are chosen satisfying v^ x^ = 0 
and y^ u^ = 0, l<i<k, then the new vector sequences will not 
converge to an eigenvector pair previously found. 
Proof; The proof will be by induction and done for the 
i i* X sequence only. The proof for the y sequence follows 
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- i*  
analogously. We will show that for all i, = 0, Ijcj^k, 
thus x^ remains in a subspace orthogonal to the previously 
found eigenvectors. By the algorithm 
x^ = x° + aQ(Ax° - 4*^ x°). 
X 
So for l£j£k, v^*x^ = OQV^ Ax^. But since x^ is chosen in an 
orthogonal subspace to the {v^ ^j=l ' 
x^ = Z y.u^. Thus Ax^= 2 y.X.u^ and Ax^ = 0. 
i=k+l i=k+l 
Now suppose for some m, x^ = 0, . Then 
^m+1 = + a^(Ax"^ - ' "here 
X™ = Z ô.u^ . 
i=k+l ^ 
s° m " i 
Ax^ = Z 5.A.U[ , 
i=k+l ^ ^  
v^ x^^^ = Ax^ 
=  0 .  
Theorem 3.7 takes care of most of the practical cases. 
By application of the theory in Chapter II, the theorem may 
be extended to take care of a matrix having non-linear elemen­
tary divisors. 
It should be pointed out that Theorem 3.7 is not valid 
for g and h* chosen as in (3.17'). In this case, Alg. 3.4 
would have to be revised to include a step which would 
i i * 
orthogonalize the {x } sequence to the v' , l^i_^, and the 
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{y^ } sequence to the u^, l^j^k. In practice this step has 
not been necessary if N(x^,y^) is small. The lemma in 
Appendix C proves there is a neighborhood of each eigen­
vector solution in which this orthogonalization step.would 
not be necessary. 
C. Calculating the Eigenvalue ' 
k k* Let u and v be eigenvectors of A corresponding to the 
same eigenvalue X^. Suppose x and y* are approximations to 
k k ^ 
u and V in the sense that 
k X = a^u + E^w, 
y* = + SgZ* ,  
where and Eg are small; u,v,w, and z are normalized; and 
k* k k* k 
V w = z*u =0. Now theoretically v u = 0 only if A 
has non-linear elementary divisors, but it may be 
arbitrarily small, (This relates to the condition number of 
k* k the matrix as discussed in chapter V,) But suppose v u is 
not small. Then 
Thus the generalized Rayleigh quotient gives an eigenvalue 
approximation of roughly twice the accuracy of the corres­
ponding eigenvector when e^  = 
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k* k If V u is small, even though the above analysis still 
holds, neither the numerator nor the denominator would have 
much significance. The expression would be undefined in the 
k* k 
case V u =0, Then an alternate method may be used for 
calculating the eigenvalue. As above, it can be shown that 
x*Ax 
x*x 
= A, + 0 (s) , 
and similarly for ^  . The first rather than second order 
Y*y 
error term is involved since u^ u^ ^ 0, i ^ j, while 
v^ u^ = 0, i =1= j. A more detailed analysis of this along 
with an error bound for the calculated eigenvalue in terms 
of N( x,y) is given in chapter V. 
D. Calculating New Starting Vectors 
Assume now that approximations have been obtained for 
i i* eigenvector pairs (u ,v ) , l_<i_<k<n. Assume further that the 
matrix A has a complete set of eigenvectors; details of 
the other case may be worked out using the theory from chapter 
II. 
Define the matrix 
k i i* 
S, = I - S , l<k<n. (3.19) 
^ i=l vi u^ 
Now for each column s^j of v^ s^j = 0, l^ij<k. Further 
for any row sof S, , s^-u^ = 0, l<i<k. It may also be j k' ] • 
i* i* i i , 
observed that for k+l_<i_<n, v = v and S^u = u ; thus 
there will always be non-zero rows and columns in if k<n. 
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Choosing a non-zero row and column from so that 
these vectors are not orthogonal will give the desired new 
Starting vectors. 
In the case that some of the v^ are small, there will 
be computational difficulties in (3.19). For vector pairs of 
this type the following procedure has been followed: do not 
include this vector pair in the formation of S^. Then when 
a potential starting vector pair has been chosen, in a 
separate operation these vectors are orthogonalized to 
i i* i* i the pairs (u ,v ) where v u is small. 
Finally,, after n-2 vector pairs have been found, suppose 
new starting vectors and y*^ are chosen. Each of these is 
approximately in a two-dimensional subspace corresponding to 
the remaining two eigenvectors. This observation can easily 
be used to advantage. 
We have 
= o^u^ ^  + «2^^' 
= ot, .u^"^ + a-X^u^. 1 n-1 I n 
So there are complex numbers B and y such that 
A^x° + BAx° + = 0. 
From the two equations 
( A ^ x ^ ) ^  +  6 ( A x ° ) ^  +  = 0 ,  
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(A^x^)2 + 6(Ax^)2 + YX°2 ~ ® 
3 and y are eadily determined* Then and are the 
two roots of 
+ 6X + Y = 0. 
Then the revised new starting vectors for x are 
Ax° -
Ax^ - X X® 
n 
and if ! X , - X i is not too small, these vectors are good 
n— in
approximations to and u" Correspondingly the last two 
row starting vectors are 
- v/'. 
y°*A - ly* . 
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IV. THE ALGORITHM FOR A REAL MATRIX 
WITH REAL EIGENVALUES 
A. The Iterative Process 
For this chapter, assume that A is an n x n real 
matrix with n real eigenvalues, not necessarily distinct. 
The problem is a special case of the one in the last chapter; 
the algorithm will be re-examined and generalized. One 
place where this algorithm can be applied is in certain 
nuclear reactor problems, A real linear system of ordinary 
differential equations arises from the discretization of 
the diffusion equation; the physical observations dictate 
the existence of real solutions. 
Following is a summary of some of the formulas from the 
last chapter when the assumption of real eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors is used: 
N(x,y) = ( y'AA'y) (x'x) + {y'y)( x'A'Ax) - 2 (y* Ay) (x'Ax) , 
(4.1) 
&N^(x,y) = AN^ = (y'AA'y)x + (y'y)A'Ax 
- (y'Ay)(Ax+A'x), f4.2) 
ANgCXfy) z ANy = (x'x)AA'y + iCx'A'Ax)y 
- (x'Ax)( Ay+A'y) . (4.3) 
New notation has been introduced in (4,2) and (4.3) since 
the foirm of these vectors will be needed later in the chapter 
with arguments other than just x and y. It should be noted 
that 
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(M^(x,y)). = 
CAN2(x,y)). = 
SO the 2n-diinensional vector (AN^(x,y) ' ,AN2 (X/y) *) is actually 
the gradient of N(x,y). 
Some other formulas which will be needed are; 
N(x+ag,y) = N{x,y) + 2ag'AN^ (x,y) (+ a^N(g,y), (4.4) 
N(x,y+Bh) = N(x,y) + Zgh'ANgfx/y) + B^N(x,h). (4.5) 
Thus the a which minimizes the norm for the given x,y, 
and g is 
-g'AN^{x,y) 
N(g,y) a - • t— ; (4.6) 
and the B which minimizes the norm for given x,y, and h is 
-h'AN_(x,y) 
^ = N(x,h) • 
As in the previous chapter it is easy to observe that if 
g and y' are not eigenvectors corresponding to the same eigen­
value, and g ^ 0, then N(g,y) 0. A similar condition is 
made on h' to guarantee N(x,h) 0. 
0 0 Referring to (3.3), suppose x and y , are real non-zero 
n-dimensional vectors so that y^'x^ ^  0. Let {g^}?_^ and 
{h^}^~^ be two sets of linearly independent vectors so that 
g^'x^ = y^'h^ = Of l_<i_<n-l. Then there are scalars 
such that 
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0 . i u = X + z a.g 
i=l 1 
0 ^ i 
V = y + X B • h 
i=l ^ 
C 4.9) 
are eigenvectors of A corresponding to the same eigenvalue. 
For l_<k_<n-l, consider the following approach to the solution 
of N(u,v) = 0 where u and v are given by (4.8). 
Let B. = 0, l<i<k, and choose a., l<i<k, as the solution 
of the linear system 
îc 
3N(x"+ I a.g^,yO) 
Then replacing x^ by x^ + Xa^g^ = x^, choose the as tlie 
solution of the linear system 
1 0 ^  i  N(x ,y + t. ) 
^ = 0. (4.10) 
For the special case k = 1, this is the annroach considered in 
the previous chapter. This process is then repeated iterative-
ly. 
Though it seems intuitively clear that under the con­
ditions for {g^} and {h^} solutions will always exist for 
(4.9) and (4.10), this will be shown in the next theorem. 
Before stating that theorem, however, we will need the ex­
plicit form of those systems. 
Specifically, 
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k i 
3N(}£+ % a.g ,y) 
1=1 
3a. 
J 
3^ 3c 
(y'AA'y) ( Cx+ Z a.g^)'gi + g^'(x+ % a.g^)) 
i=l ^  i=l ^  
k . . . k . 
+ Cy'y)( (Ax+ I a.Ag )'Ag^ + g^'A'(Ax+ I a.Ag )) (4, 
i=l ^ 1=1 1 
k . . . k 
- (y'Ay)((x+ I a.g^)'Ag^ + g^,(Ax+ Z a-Ag^)). 
i=l ^ i=l 1 
Setting (4.12) equal to zero for lj<i_<k yields a kth 
order linear system of the form 
Ba - c = 0 (4.13) 
II 
II 
•
1—
1 o
 -2gi AN^ 
II to
 
•
 
= 2g^'AN 
(4.14) 
m 
- bj.m • 
In a similar way, 
k i 
9N(x,y+ Z g.h^l 
' ^ ' ° 
leads to a linear system of the form 
Db - f = 0 ' (4.15) 
where 
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= -2hi'AN2(x,y), 
. = 2hi'AN_(x,h*) (4.15) 
lU f J ^ 
= 2h^'AN2(x,h^) 
~ ,m 
Thus each linear system has a symmetric coefficient 
matrix as is seen by (4.13) and (4.15). 
The following lemma will be needed in the proof of 
the main theorem. 
Lemma 4.1 Let A be an n x n real matrix and suppose x 
and y' are non-zero and not column and row eigenvectors of 
A respectively. Then the, matrices 
P = (y'y)A'A + (y'AA'y)I - (y'Ay)(A + A') (4.16) 
Q = (x'x)AA* + (x'A'Ax)I - (x'Ax) (A + A') (4.17) 
are symmetric positive definite. 
Proof For any non-zero vector u, 
u'Pu = N(u,y) > 0, 
u'Qu = N(x,u) >0. 
Theorem 4.2 Let A, x, and y' be as in the above lemma, 
i 3c 4 Suppose {g and {h are linearly independent sets 
of vectors where g^'x = h^'y = 0, l<k^n-l. Then the matrices 
B and D in (4.13) and (4,15) are non-singular. 
Proofs The proof will be given for B; it follows 
analogously for D. Define the k x n matrix G by 
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1'  g 
G = 
9 
and observe that B = 2GPG', where P is given by (4.16). Now 
for any k-dimensional vector s + 0/ s'Bs = 2(s'GPG's) ^  0, 
where equality holds only if s'G = 0. But s'G 0 since 
^ i ' s'G =( Z s.gT) 
i=l 1 
where s is not zero and the g^ are linearly independent. Thus 
B is a positive definite matrix and hence non-singular. 
It is readily seen that for k = 1 in the above and g^ 
chosen as some continuous function of x (and h^ chosen as a 
continuous function of y) that the proof of Theorem 3.5 will 
still be valid. For k>l, g^ chosen continuously as a function 
of x, and chosen from (4.17), then 
where a is chosen from (4.8). Thus the generalized algorithm 
may be shown to converge in the same way that Algorithm 3.4 
was shown, 
If k>l change vectors are to be used, how should they 
be chosen? Following are two such choices with advantages and 
disadvantages for each. 
N{x + Za^g^/y) ^  N (x + ag^,y) 
Suppose x*^ y^ 0, x®' x^ = y^ y'^ = 1, and 
MjCM 
(4.18) 
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i i ' 
where u and v are length one column and row eigenvectors 
or principal vectors of A respectively, M = {i: lj<i_<in}, 
and none of the or d^ is zero. Let = n(M^) and 
k- = nfM^) , where n(MU) is the number of elements in 
Then it is well known that the vectors 
A^x°, 0<i<i^ (4.19) 
are linearly independent for jT_<k^-l if each Jordan block of 
A contains a different eigenvalue. Similarly the vectors 
y° (4.20) 
are linearly independent for j^_<k2~l under the same 
restriction. The first set of vectors becomes dependent 
for and the second for j 22.^2 " a. way analogous to 
i ' 0 the proof of Theorem 3.7 it can also be shown that if v-* x = 0 
0 ' i for l<j<k<n row eigenvectors of A and y u-' = 0 for lj<]_<k<n 
column eigenvectors of A, then A^x^ and y^ A^ remain in 
these orthogonal subspaces. Hence using change vectors 
defined by 
g^ = A^x^ - n-x^ l<i<k,-l 
1 — — JL 
h^ = y° A^ - y^y°, 
where 
( 4 . 2 1 )  
(4.22) 
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the results of Theorem 3.7 will follow. That is, if a partial 
set of eigenvector pairs has been found, and new starting 
vectors are chosen in the orthogonal subspaces, then the 
sequences generated by the algorithm will remain in these 
subspaces. 
The disadvantage to this choice is the large amount of 
computation needed to generate the set. Also if is close 
to an eigenvector, then the ||g^|) would be small. It may _ 
also be difficult to determine the values and kg without 
long involved calculation. 
Another choice for the change vectors is 
g^ = 
X X 
0 <"•"> 
y y 
where e^ = 5^^. Note that the sets of n+1 vectors 
{g^'}^_^U {x^} and {h^}^_^U {y^} each span n-dimensional space. 
By eliminating one of the h^ and one of the g^, basis sets are 
formed. This choice of change vectors has the advantage that 
0 0 ' the vectors are easily calculated. Also, even if x and y 
were close to eigenvectors, the g^ and h^ would not be small. 
The disadvantage is that the vectors will not satisfy the 
conditions of Theorem 3.7; that is, there is no assurance that 
the vector sequences will remain in orthogonal subspaces. 
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In practice it has been found that the best approach is 
to use the change vectors defined by (4.21) to get an approx­
imation; then use the ones from (4.23) for a final correction. 
The problem of eliminating the dependent vectors from the sets 
defined by (4.21) and (4.23) and solving the linear systems 
is considered in the next section. 
B. Solving the Linear Systems 
The problem faced in solving the linear systems (4.13) and 
( 4.15) is primarily in setting up the system itself. In the 
case that the g^ are chosen by (4.21), how is determined? 
Or if the g^ are chosen by (4.23), how is one of the vectors 
eliminated to make the set {g^}^_^U {x^} linearly independent? 
(The case for eliminating the dependent h^ is analogous and 
will therefore not specifically be considered.) 
A closer look at (4.21) reveals the difficulty for that 
case. In actual practice, x^ = Z c-u^ + I E-u^ where 
icM^ 1 ieM-M^ 
the £. are small but not zero. Even if e. were exactly zero 
X- 1 
for x^, the computation of Ax^ is not exact, so the computed 
vectors {A^x®}^"^ are in most cases linearly independent, 
1—u 
though calculating the numerical inverse for B in (4.13) using 
this entire set would likely yield very poor results. 
One approach to solving this problem would be to apply a 
Gram-Schmidt process to the above set. By setting a tolerance, 
k, would be the index of the first member of the Gram-Schmidt 
1 
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set with norm less than the tolerance. Unfortunately, this 
process can be long computationally, and may also be un­
stable. 
Similar difficulties are involved in applying a Gram-
Schmidt process to the set {g^where the g^ are 
chosen as in (4.23). 
The instability in the Gram-Schmidt process arises if, 
for example, | ig^|i is small. Then 
. ^ - 4 4 . '  
g 9 
would be poorly determined. A revised Gram-Schmidt process 
would eliminate this difficulty. Determine j as the index 
such that g^ = max ( ||g^|t). Switch g^ and g^, if necessary. 
ieM 
and take the first step. Again determine the index of the 
vector of maximum norm in the remaining set and continue as 
above. Obviously this is a long computational process, but 
may be used if n is not large. 
A second approach would be, in the case of C 4.21) , to fix 
k<n, choose g^, l^i^k^ and solve ( 4.13) where B may now be 
singular. If it is singular, infinitely many solutions would 
then exist, but by setting the free parameters at zero, a 
unique solution would be obtained. (That is, if the system 
were solved by Gauss-elimination with pivoting and R were 
nearly singular, then it would be considered numerically 
singular if at some stage the pivot was less than the tolerance. 
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If this occurred in the n-j row, then a^would be 
set at zero.) 
The following approach appears to be best for larger 
matrices? it combines the problem of determining the number 
of linearly independent vectors in the set with determining 
the solution to the linear system. Details of the method, 
called bordering, are in Faddeeva (1959) ; the results are 
summarized here. 
Suppose B is real symmetric. Define 
_k' 
(4.24) 
B 
u 
k-1 
k. 
u 
kk 
k 
where is the upper left k x k block of B. Then u , is the 
k-1 dimensional vector (b^^, •••/ b^ k-"*^' The method of 
bordering determines ^ from a known B^_^. If b^^ i 0, the 
-1 • -1 process may be started by determining Bg , since B^ 
= (1/bii). 
Faddeeva shows that i v v i 
•3 -1, \:i" " Vi 
-1 
'k-1 
a. 
a. a, I 
I  (4.25) 
1_ 
a. 
where 
. k' -1 k 
"k = \k - " "k-i" • (4.26) 
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It is clear that is non-singular if and only if «j, 4" « 
1 k Since involves only the change vectors Q g , and 
bii = 2N{g^,y) =}" Of the application of this method follows 
easily. Set a tolerance, and calculate a^. If is less 
than the tolerance, leave out the change vector g^ and bring 
in g^^^ for calculating Thus if there are k inde­
pendent vectors in {g^}, ^ can be calculated, and at 
the same time those vectors in the set which are dependent 
can be determined. 
At the next iteration, if a complete set of change 
vectors has been used, a simpler method for solving the system 
may now be employed. Recommended is Gaussian elimination. 
Since the matrix B is symmetric positive definite (see Theorem 
4.2), pivoting is not required, as is shown in Fox (1965). 
The algorithm for this chapter is summarized in the 
following section. 
C. The Algorithm 
The following algorithm combines a number of the features 
discussed in this chapter. It should be observed that the 
generalization made in bringing in more than one change vector 
at a time may be applied equally well to the complex case, with 
extra work determining real and imaginary parts. Since compu­
tational experience for the generalized method has been con­
fined to the real case, it has been presented in this way. 
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Algorithm 4.3 Following is the basic algorithm. Those 
steps which have possible modifications are indicated with 
( *) and the modifications are described at the end. 
1. Choose and as real n dimensional vectors so 
T ' T i  4  *  4  4 * 4  
that yJ xr f 0 and xr = y^ y^ = 1, where j = 0. 
2. For some k^n-1, determine {g^} and {h^} from (4.21) 
taking = kg = k. 
3. Form the system Ba - c = 0 of (4.13) as in (4.14), 
where x = x^ and y = y^, and solve the perhaps 
singular system as indicated in section B. 
4. Let x^^^ = x^ + E a.g^ and normalize x^*^. 
i=l 1 
5. Form the system Db = f of .(4.15) as in ( 4.16) , with 
X = xi^^ and y = y^, and solve the system. 
6. Let y^ = y + Z b.h and normalize y^ 
. , i=l 
7. If N(x^ , y^ ) is not less than some given tolerance, 
let j = j+1 and go to 2; else go to Alg. (3.8). 
If k of 2. is n-1, then 7 should be "go to 3" rather than 
"go to 2." In this case, 3 and 5 would probably use bordering 
to solve the system and determine the dependent change vectors 
the. first time, then use Gaussian elimination. An intermediate 
tolerance may be set in 7, which would determine when to switch 
from the change vectors of (4.21) to those of C4.23). 
Details of the way this algorithm is applied for the 
examples in chapter VI are given there. 
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V. CONDITION AND ACCURACY 
A. General Results 
Suppose X and y* are column and row eigenvector approx­
imations and and are the corresponding eigenvalue 
approximations for some given matrix A. Since exact eigen­
vectors u and V* and eigenvalues X^ and X^, {X^=X^), 
respectively satisfy 
-  V  =  
v*A - X^v* = Of 
a natural test for the accuracy of an approximation is, for 
some E>0, 
llr^lI : 11 AX - X^xll < e, (5.1) 
lir^ll = ||y«A - Xyy'il < e. (5.2) 
Assuming A,x, and y* are fixed, with x*x = y*y = 1, ex­
pressions (5.1) and (5.2) are minimized with = x*Ax, 
\ = y*Ay. 
How accurately does the smallness of e in (5.1) and 
(5.2) reflect the accuracy of the approximation? The next two 
examples will illustrate that some qualification will have to 
be made before this question can be answered. 
Let x' = (1,0), y* = (1/0), and 
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A = 
Then 
1 . T 
T 1 
I 1 2 
(5.3) 
= T. The true values are 
=1 + T, X2 = 1- t with corresponding u = (1,1) , 
u^' = (1,-1), v^* = (1,1), and v^* = (1,-1). If [tI is small. 
say 10 ^, then j jr^j ?» — 8 and I j r ' I j are 10 , but x and y-*- have 
no significant digits. The eigenvalue is well determined, 
however. This example is due to Wilkinson (1961) . 
As a second example, let 
r 0 1 0 1 
A = (5.4) 
0 1 
where blanks denote zeroes, 
li : 1 Again 
Let X = e^ and y* = e^, where 
2 ,  I  =  1 ' !  Forsythe (1967) 
,-10 points out that if t = 10 and n = 10, then all eigenvalues 
have modulus .1, though A = X = 0. X y 
These examples are extreme, but serve to illustrate 
possible instability in the matrix eigenvalue problem. The 
first shows that the problem of determining eigenvectors for 
a symmetric matrix may be ill-conditioned. The second example 
indicates that ill-conditioning can come into the determination 
of eigenvalues as well for unsymmetric matrices. 
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In order to obtain meaningful bounds for approximations 
to eigenvalues and eigenvectors, this ill-conditioning must 
be investigated further. 
If the'matrix is normal, the problem of determining its 
eigenvalues is always well conditioned. For suppose 
^ i i * i X = Z c.u and X = x*Ax, where u u = x*x = 1. Then 
i=l ^ X 
1,12 " 
" = t. c.c. (X. —X ) (X. - X^). (5.5) 
m J. 1 J- ^ JU 1—X 
1 " If I Ir 11 = e, then since t. c.c. = 1, there is i such 
i=l ^ 1 
that |X^ - X^l ^ E, for small e. 
Nothing can be said about the accuracy of the corres­
ponding eigenvector without more information, as the example 
(5.3) points out. But suppose |X^ - X^j < e while 
X 2 2 IX^ - X^l _> ot >> e, i = 2,3,... ,n where ||r || = e . 
From (5.5) we see 
= E |c,|2|X. - X 
i=i ] ] * 
> I IcJ^lX, - X 
j=2 ]' ' ] X 
Thus 
> % |c.|2. 
- j=2 : 
-> n _ 2 
|cil = 1 - tc.| > 1 - Sj . 
^ j=2 : a 
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Define 6 so that = |c^|e^ . Then 
^ n 
xe ~ ' = I c ' -10 ^ c.e"^®u^ ; 
1' j:2 j 
Ixe"^® - u^ll^ < (|c I -1)2 + J |c |2 
1=2 ] 
4 , 4  2  4  2  
< ._L-/2 + £ < £ + 51 (5.6) 
(l+|c^|) a a a 
Thus with a normal matrix, a bound for the eigenvalue 
can be obtained knowing only an approximate eigenvector. A 
bound for the eigenvector can be obtained with some in­
formation about the separation of the eigenvalues. It is 
easily seen that the value of the bound for the eigenvector 
(5.6) deteriorates if there is an eigenvalue corresponding 
to a different vector close to X^. 
Necessary for obtaining these bounds was the existence 
of a unitary eigenvector basis. All bounds for eigenvalues of 
non-normal matrices will contain a factor, called the condi­
tion number of the matrix, which in some sense measured the 
departure of the eigenvector basis, if it exists, from being 
unitary. The condition number reflects the sensitivity of 
the eigenvalues of a matrix to changes in its elements. This 
topic is taken up in detail in Wilkinson (1965); a brief 
sketch of those results will follow. 
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Assime A has linear elementary divisors. Then there is a 
complete set of eigenvectors, and a matrix H such that 
H ^AH = diag(X.). (5.7) 
. i 
Define the condition number <(H) of any non-singular matrix 
II as 
K(H) = IiH'^j I ||H||. 
Then the spectral condition number is defined as the 
smallest value of k{H) over all possible H satisfying (5.7). 
Here and in the remainder of this section, the norm of a 
matrix will be the spectral norm, while the norm of a vector 
will represent the Euclidean norm. Notice that for normal 
matrices, <^=1. 
Another related measure of the spectral condition of a 
matrix is the set of n numbers |s^"^| where for eigenvectors 
1 * 1  i *  X , 1* X  1 1  X , u and v ,u u = v v =1, 
s^ = v^*u^ . 
Wilkinson shows the connection between these as 
<  ï  I s f M .  
X=1 
In attempting to get a bound for the accuracy of an 
approximate eigenvalue using (5,1) and (5.2) as in the normal 
case, the condition number comes in. Using (5.7) and (5.1), 
H diag(X^-X^) H ^x = r^. 
So if l^i_<n, then 
X = H diag( (X^-Xj^)~^) H'^r^ 
4 9  
anrl ,  since x*x = 1 
1 1 UH| I Mh'^M Mr^ll 1 ldiag((X.-X^)"^) 1 1 
= max —- !|h!1 |lH"^lj llr^ll. 
i IXj-Xxl 
Thus 
min _< <(H) ||r^^| . 
Since the above follows for any permissible choice 
of 11, the bound becomes 
1 1  li r a i t  .  (5 . 9 )  
Of course without some knowledge of the eigensystem the 
nunber is not available; but (5.9) will permit a statement 
such as "If the matrix is not too badly conditioned then... 
1 1* 
For another approach, suppose x" and y are eigenvector 
approximations with corresponding eigenvalue We will 
y derive a bound for ^ as an eigenvalue approximation. 
Y  X  1  1 *  
Here it is assumed that x and y being eirjenvector approxi-
1 1 1 1* 1* 1* 
mations means x = u" + f and y' = v g , where 
g^*u^ = f^= 0, and | [g^|  and [[f^[ [ are small. 
Then 
yl*Axl (v^* + gl*) (X^u^ + Afl) 
1* 1 ~ ' T* T* T '"1 y X (v + ) (u + f 1) 
(X^s^ + ql*Afl) 
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g^(A-A I)f^ 
= X + -:L; (5.9) 
si+g*f^ 
1* 1 
where s, is v u as discussed above. Thus 1 
4 ^ - H  
(!|A| I  +  | X i l )||q' « | l  l l f ' I I  
y -  X -  -  -  I S l I  -  l i s '  I  I  l l f ' I I  •  
Again the dependence on a condition number is present. Note 
that if is not small, then the bounding expression on the 
right is of second order smallness. 
If is close to ^2 not to any of the other 
eigenvalues, a similar result to (5.9) may be obtained with 
1 1 *  less restriction on x and y , (The result would follow 
analogously for k>2 close eigenvalues, but will be given here 
for two just to simplify the algebra.) 
1 2  1 *  2 *  Assume X = u + c^u + f and y* = v + d^v + g* where 
i i* g*u = V f = 0, (i=l,2), and C2 and d^ are small, though not 
of the same order of smallness as ||g^|| and ||f^| j. (In 
words, the subspaces for both row and column vectors corres­
ponding to and Xg are well determined, though the eigen­
vectors themselves are poorly determined.) Proceeding as 
above, the expression analogous to (5.9) is 
y*Ax _ ^ . ^^l"^2^^2S®2 q*(A-X^I)f 
y^ - ^ 1 + CgdgSg + g*f ( ' ) 
Note that if s^ is not small, under the conditions on X^, Xg^ 
c^, and d2 this may still be a good result. For example, if 
j jf j 1 and ||g|| are of the order 10~^, order 
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10~^, and C2 and Ô.2 are of order 10 ^, then the error terra is 
of order 10 A comparable result in (5.9) would require 
I  j q ^ l 1  and 1  1f I^  I  of order 10 ^, while in the above 
example, the eigenvectors were determined to only 3 places. 
Results dealing with bounds for eigenvectors o-^ non-normal 
matrices are more restrictive and more involved and will not 
be considered here. A rough summary of the situation in 
words is: for large ic^ the determination of the eigenvalues 
is poorly conditioned; even if c^is close to one, close 
eigenvalues will cause the eigenvectors to be poorly deter­
mined; if is small and the eigenvalues are well separated, 
then the entire problem is well conditioned. 
B. Special Results for N(x,y) 
To make use of the material in the preceding section, 
it would be desirable to relate it to N(x,y). Assume 
x*x = y*y =1, = x*Ax, and = y*Ay. Then the following 
is an identity: 
N(x,y) + l^x - = !|Ax -X yX||2 + ||y*A -
This may be verified by simple algebra. 
2 2 Then since | | Ax - X^x j | _< | [ Ax - X x|  ' and 
I |y*A -  X  y * | <  I |y*A -  X  y * l ( 5 . 8 )  m a y  b e  r e p l a c e d  b y  
y — X 2 
min IX.-X^l < [(N(x,y) + U^-X^l^)]^ (5.12) 
If X and y* approximate eigenvectors corresponding to the same 
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2 
eigenvalue, thé term |X^-Xy| would be of second order 
smallness and this would be comparable to (5.8). In practice, 
that term would be easy to calculate in the program to help 
determine the accuracy of the approximation. 
The following analysis will show that (5.11) may be 
useful. Suppose |X^-Xj| is small for j=2, and not small other­
wise, (Again this restriction is put in only to simplify 
the algebra, and may easily be generalized.) Suppose 
1 , 2 X = c^u + C2U , 
1* 2* y* = d^v + dgV 
Then after long tedious algebra it can be shown that 
N(x,y) = + Cg^d^Z _ 2c^C2d^d2U^'u^v^'v")(X^-X2)^, 
(5.13) 
where it was assumed, also for simplicity, that the eigen­
values, eigenvectors, and the matrix A are real. The 
2 - ~ presence of the term (X^-Xg) is of interest here.— It 
indicates that in working to m decimal places, only m/2 
places of separation could be distinguished. If slightly 
less than m/2 places of separation are involved, still C2 
and d^ (or c^ and d^) woulrl not have to be very snail to 
make N(x,y) a working zero; but the subspace is well deter­
mined. Thus from (5.11) it can be seen that the eigenvalue 
may still be calculated very accurately. A numerical 
example illustrating this appears in the next chapter. 
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Goinq a step further, a rather simple device may improve 
the accuracy of the eigenvector. Assuming a separation for 
the eigenvalues as in (5.13), suppose 
X = u^ + ^2^ + f. (5.14) 
Then 
Ax - ^2^ ~ (X^-X2)u^ + Af - X^f. (5.15) 
Suppose calculations are done to 10 ^ precision, and 
is of order 10 ^. Then if j |f}| is of order 10 ^ 
and calculated eigenvalues have errors of order 10 then 
(5.15) represents u^ with error of order 10 
Another possible revision in the algorithm which, has 
not been investigated thoroughly either theoretically or 
experimentally, would also likely help the above situation. 
It would involve making an initial pass through the system 
getting first approximations to the eigenvectors. Then 
i* i I 
exploiting the property that v u/ = 0, ifj^ orthogonalize 
the approximate system to meet this requirement before making 
another pass through the algorithm. Specifically, order the 
i i* 
approximate eigenvector pairs (x ,y ) so that i<j means 
i i 4 4 2 * n * 
N (x ,y ) <_ NCx-" ,y-') . Then change y , ...y so that they 
1 2 n 
are orthogonal to x , and similarly for x ,...x . Then using 
2 2* i* i the new x and y , orthogonalize the new y and x 
respectively, 3<i_<n. This process could be continued through 
the system or done for only a few. 
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A few experiments bave indicated this may work well. 
Referring to (5.14), if eigenvector pairs 3,...n, were well 
determined, this process would likely eliminate the effect 
of f. 
Experimental work to date has indicated that as 
gets large, the success of the algorithm deteriorates 
rapidly. Some success has been obtained in this case by 
making several passes through the system using the idea 
above; an example of this appears in the next chapter. 
To gain some understanding of a possible reason for 
this bad behavior when is large, refer to (5.13). Note 
the presence of the term 
Y = 2c^c2d^d2u^ u^v^ v^. (5.16) 
2 For normal matrices, Y=0. Thus if (X^-X2) is not small, 
N(x,y) cannot be small unless either ||(c^,d^) j | or 
1 I(C2 fdg) 1 1 is small. 
As gets large, y may increase in magnitude. And 
while N(x,y) could he zero only if ||(c^,d^) || or | |(02,^2)I I 
2 is zero (assuming is not small), it may be small even 
if neither | j(Cj^,d^) | | pair is small. It can be assumed that 
c^, C2, d^, and d2 are positive. 
Consider this example; 
1 1 
A = 
1+e 
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Then X^=l, X2=l+E, 
=(1,0), =(l,e) , 
v^* = (-e,l), v^' = (0,1). 
2 1' 2 2 (Since u and v are not normalized, C2 and d^ in (5.13) 
2 2' 2 2 1' 1 
would be replaced by CgU u and d^v ,v respectively.) 
Then for 
1 2 X = C^U + CgU 
1' 2' y' = d^v + dgV 
we have 
N(x,y) = (c^dg + (l+G^iZcgdg - 2c^c2dj^d2) e^. 
For c^=c2=d^=d2=l, 
2 4 2 N(x,y) = (2e +e )e . 
-2 -8 Even if E=10" , N(x,y) = 0(10 ). For this case note that 
Isf^l = |S2-1| = 1 , 
e 
A way of handling this efficiently has not been developed 
in theory. But a better understanding of the nature of the 
convergence would undoubtedly give more insight into possible 
ways of remedying the situation. Other comments on this 
are contained in Chapter VII. 
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VI. EXAMPLES 
The following examples illustrate the theory discussed 
in the previous chapters. The programs were run on the IBM 
360/65 computer, and all but the fourth were written in 
Fortran. 
In each case the tolerance for the residual norm was 
set at lO"^^ for double precision floating point calculations. 
The vectors were not normalized, and so the final norm in 
each case represents a slightly inflated value. In some 
cases the desired tolerance was not met. This is due in 
part to the ill-conditioning in the function in the case of 
close roots or nearly parallel eigenvectors. The examples 
are intended to illustrate the various kinds of difficulties 
which can be encountered; the first is well conditioned and 
shows extremely good results. 
The Aitken's acceleration is applied to the sequence. 
It is done, however, in the spirit suggested by Wilkinson 
(1965). Here he states that it is surprisingly difficult 
to design an automatic program making efficient use of 
Aitken*s acceleration. But since it many times yields 
results of very considerable value, he suggests using it 
when it is effective; discarding it otherwise. For each 
component of the vector sequence it involves forming 
s  7  
In our program, if the resultant value gave a decrease in 
N(x,y), the result was retained: otherwise it was rejected. 
Another feature employed by the program was determining 
when to stop. This was done as follows: using the basis of 
(4.21) , the iteration was started. If at any place a norm 
increase occurred, the basis (4.23) was brought in. The 
change vectors were brought in one at a time by the method 
of Chapter III. When n-1 direction vectors had been brought 
in, the linear systems were then solved iteratively again. 
After any subsequent norm increase, the basis (4.23) was 
re-calculated at most four times and then the process was 
terminated. Of course, the iterative process was terminated 
earlier if the norm tolerance was satisfied. 
Bringing the change vectors in one at a time and calcu­
lating a(or B) as in Chapter III has the advantage of less 
round off error in the calculations and has been helpful in 
the ill-conditioned cases. 
In the third example, which is badly conditioned, 
acceptable results were obtained only by re-orthogonalizinn 
the eigensystem as was suggested in the previous chapter. 
These results are printed. 
In each of the first three examples, the corresponding 
calculated eigenvalues are compared with those calculated by 
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the QR algorithm. It too was written in double precision. 
The fourth example illustrates Algorithm 3.4 for a complex 
matrix. It was programmed recently in Pl/1 using complex 
arithmetic. The result here represents an early run, and 
the routine to calculate new starting vectors for this case 
was not written. Thus the results for only one eigenvector 
pair and corresponding eigenvalue are available. 
For all examples, x^ and y^ were chosen as x^=e^. 
Example 6.1 
A = 
.1 
-.5 
.4 
. 1  
- . 7  
. 2  
.5 
. 2  
-.4 
-.1 
.5 
.5 
-.5 
— .  2  
.7 
.4 
This matrix has exact eigenvectors 
-2" ' i' ; • l" " i" 
1 / x^= -2 , X^= 1 1 
1 1 -2 1 
_ 1_ ulj - 1. "2. 
"o" 1 1^ 1 
1 0 1 1. 
1 1 0 1 
_1 _ _ 1_ _ 1_ _ 0. 
with the corresponding eigenvalues X^=.9, X2=.6, \^=-.3 and 
X^=0. Each of the condition numbers |s^| is approximately 
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.65. 
In Table 6.1, the eigenvalues are listed in the order 
they were calculated. 
Table 6.1. Eigenvalues 
Number QR Value Algorithm 4.3 Number of Final Norm 
value Iterations ^ 
3 -.3+4x10"^^ -.3 14 .13x10"^^ 
-16 -16 -14 1 .9-24x10 .9-1x10 11 .66x10 
4 0.0 n.O 3 .62x10'^^ 
2 .6-16x10"^^ .6 0 .66xlO"^4 
Each of the corresponding eigenvector pairs was exact 
to the 12 placës printed. 
Example 6.2 
A = 
.25000025 -1.0 
-.5000005 .5 
1.00000025 1.25 
-.49999975 -.25 
-.49999975 
.2499995 
1.00000025 
.25000025 
-.99999975 
-.2500005 
1.25000025 
.50000025 
This matrix has the same eigenvectors as those in 
example 6.1, thus the same condition numbers. The corres­
ponding eigenvalues are X^=1.5, X2=.75000075, X2=-.75, 
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Table 6.2, Eigenvalues 
Num­ Algorithm 4.3 Number of Final 
ber QR Value Value Iterations Norm 
2 .75000075-95x10"^^ .75000075+30x10" -16 27 .42x10" 9 
1 -14 1.5-4x10 1.5-lxlO"^^ 13 .14x10" 14 
4 .75+94x10"^^ .75-36x10"^^ 8 .93x10" 10 
3 -.75+17x10"^^ -16 -.75+1x10 8 .71x10 14 
Eigenvectors corresponding to and were exact to 
the twelve places printed. The others were, shown to indi­
cate a differing. 
x2= 
.984765737. 
-1.9700089... 
.98*765738. 
.98524... 
Y = 
9961371405... 
000027... 
,99961371402... 
,99958... 
.661442189368 
.66133.., . 
.661442189314 
.00010... 
2 It can be readily verified by calculations that x" and 
x"^ determine the subspace to 10 places, though as eigenvectors 
2 they are only accurate to 4. A similar result holds for y 
and y^. By choosing from y'^ so that = y^ x^=0. 
x4= 
377951028672 
377982... 
,377951028629 
,755951... 
V = 
6 1  
and then choosing 
4' -4' , /.4' 
u = y A - X2y ' 
almost 10 places of accuracy are obtained for the approxima-
4» 
tion to the true y as explained in Chapter V. The 
2 2 4 
corresponding improvement could be made in x , y , and x . 
Example 6.3 
A = 
009 
001 
001 
001 
5.00101 
5.01101 
4.91101 
4.96101 
•8.999 
9.999 
•8.899 
•8.999 
3.999 
3.999 
3.999 
4.049 
This matrix has exact eigenvectors 
1 o
 
1—1 1 
1.0 
o
 
1—1 L 
"l.Ol 
1.0 , x^= 1.0 / 1.0 / 1.0 
.99 1.0 
O
 
1—1 
1.0 
1.0 1.01 1.0 
-
"o.o" ~ o.o" ^l.o" -1.0~ 
1.0 
to
 
II 
o
 
1—1 1 y^= f
—
1 o
 
1—I II >1 1.0 
-1.0 0.0 1.0 o
 
o
 
1 
o
 
o
 1 1.0 -1.0 
0.0 
with corresponding eigenvalues X^= .1, X2=.01001, 
X^=.01. Notice that js^l - .0006 and the others are compar­
ably small. 
After the initial pass through the algorithm, only a few 
places of accuracy were obtained. By re-orthogonalizing three 
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of'the pairs to the best pair (in the sense that the norm, 
N(x,y) was best),then iterating once, then reorthogonaiizing 
again, better results were obtained. Obtaining the results 
of Table 7.3 required 15 of these steps. 
Table 7.3, Eigenvalues 
Number QR Value Algorithm Value Final 
Norm 
1 .1+7x10"^^ .100001... .33xlO~% 
2 05+4x10'^^ .050000001.. .97xlO"ll 
3 01001+3x10"^^ .01000998... .66x10"!° 
4 01+5x10"^^ .01000006... -9 .32x10 
The corresponding eigenvectors were, after being 
scaled to simplify comparison to the exact ones; 
>-10~ 1.0 
1.0 
-10 
.99+1x10 
1.0+1x10*"^° 
x2= 
1.0+4x10 
1.0+2x10 
1.0 
-10 
1.01-1x10 -10 
x3= 
1.0+1x10 
1.0+2x10 
1.0+2x10 
1.0 
-5 
-9 
-9 
x4= 
1.01-6x10 
1.0+7x10"^ 
-5 
1.0+3x10 
1.0 
-9 
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vl= 
0 . 0  
1.0 
-1.0+1x10' 
-0.0+1x10 
-7 
-7 
y = 
0.0+1x10 
•1.0+7x10 
0.0+7x10 
1.0 
-10 
- 8  
— 8 
-1.001.., 
1.011.. 
1.0+2x10 
•1 .0  
-7 
y = 
-1.0 
1.0+6x10 
. 0 0 6 . . .  
— . 0 0 6 . . .  
-5 
The closeness of eigenvalues and appears to be 
responsible for the poor determination of the corresponding 
vectors. The high condition number (<^ 2 ogog) led to 
difficulties discussed in the previous chapter. 
Example 6.4 
2-i 0 i i 
A = 
-l+2i 1+i -i -i 
i 0 2-i 3-i 
0 0 0 -1 
After 14 iterations using Algorithm 3.4, the eigenvalue 
.99999987... + .99999983i was obtained with corresponding 
vectors 
"".7538110... + .12540344... i 
X = .7538109... + .12540341... i 
.7538108... + .12540343... i 
0.0 + 0.0 i 
G 4 
76431251... 
0 . 0  
,766431249.. 
,766431249.. 
+ .045288415... 
+ 0.0 i 
+ .045288411... 
+ .045288411... 
,-7 
1 
i 
The residual norm was 26x10 '. This approximates an actual 
eigenvalue 1+i with corresponding eigenvectors 
X = and y* = (1, 0, 1, 1) 
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VTI. SUMMARY 
In this dissertation, an algorithm was developed for 
determining eiqenvectors of non-hermitian matrices. Most 
experimental work has been done with real matrices having 
real eigenvalues, and in general is encouraging. The method 
has the advantage that it is self correcting, since at any 
stage of the iteration the vector pair could be considered 
starting vectors, and involves no changes in the original 
matrix. For well conditioned problems it appears that nearly 
the accuracy of the computer may be achieved. 
The results represented here in no way could be considered 
a complete answer to this approach to the eigenvector problem. 
Starting with the original theorem, a different norm for the 
residual matrix would yield a different function to minimize. 
A Newton type method or a search technique could be explored 
as a way of minimizing this function. 
For the algorithm given, a most desirable result would 
be one which would characterize the nature of the convergence. 
If such a result could be achieved, in the form of showing ex­
plicitly the relationship between the eigenvector basis 
representation of y^^^ ) and (x^,y"*), then questions 
dealing with convergence, the rate of convergence, and 
accelerating convergence could probably be answered satis­
factorily. 
Wilkinson (1965b) shows that the QR Algorithm without its 
accelerating origin shifts essentially converges geometrically 
at a rate ( 1 /I I ) the jth stage where the magnitude 
of the eigenvalues are ordered with increasing subscripts. 
But an understanding of the nature of the convergence led to 
the crucial origin shifts giving quadratic convergence. 
Certainly more experimental work should be done in finding 
complex vectors and roots. This includes applying the general­
ized methods of Chapter IV to this problem. 
Thus far no satisfactory approach has been devised for 
getting complex vectors and roots of a real matrix without 
resorting to complex arithmetic. It seems reasonable that this 
could be done, since there is a real 2-dimensional subspace 
which is spanned by the eigenvector pairs (x,y*) and (x^,y'). 
It would also be adviseable to try the method on some 
larger matrices. The algorithm did give successful results 
on a 10 x 10 real matrix with real eigenvalues which arose 
from a nuclear reactor diffusion problem. 
Other questions which need further consideration have been 
mentioned in earlier chapters. A large number of questions 
is not surprising since the method is essentially new. Enough 
answers have been supplied to provide a working algorithm; 
hopefully that algorithm is effective enouqh to stimulate 
further research into its improvement and refinement. 
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X. APPENDIX A 
Theorem; Let B be an n x h complex matrix and 
2  
a basis for the null space of B, k>l. Then rank (B ) < rank 
(B) is a necessary and sufficient condition that there 
exists a w in the null space of B such that 
Bz = w 
is solvable. 
Proof; Suppose there is a w such that the system is 
2 
solvable. Then z is in the null space of B , but not of 
B, and hence z is independent of each w^. The nullity 
2 
of B is k and the nullity of B is at least k + 1, so rank 
(B^) < rank (B). 
Suppose rank (B^) < rank (B). Then there is z so that 
B^z = 0 but Bz ^  0. Then Bz is in the null space of B, 
say Bz = w. Then Bz = w has a solution, namely z = z. 
CorollaryI Let A be an n x n complex matrix, X an 
eigenvalue of A, and x a column eigenvector of A corres­
ponding to X. Then the system of equations 
(A-XI) z = X 
has no solution for z if X appears only in trivial Jordan 
blocks in the Jordan form of A, If X appears in a non-
trivial Jordan block of A, then there exists an eigenvector 
X corresponding to X such that 
( A- XI ) z = X 
is solvable. 
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Proof ; LétP ^AP = J as in Chapter II. Then rank 
(A-XI) = rank (J-XI) and rank (A-XI)^ = rank (J-XI)^, where 
(J-XI) = 
J^-XI 
Jj^-XI 
and 
(J-XI) 
(J^-XI) 
(j%-xi) 
Also it is clear that rank (J-XI) = Z rank (J.-XI) and rank 
k i=l 
(J-XI)2 = Z rank (J.-XI)^. So if X + X,, rank (J.-XI) 
i=l 2 
= rank (J^-XI) = and by the theorem, there is no x 
in the null space of (A-XI) such that (A-XI)z = x is solvable. 
If X^ = X and rn^ = 1, then rank (J\-XI) = rank (J\-XI) = 0 
Again the theorem indicates there will be no solution to 
(A-XI)2 = X for (A-XI)X = 0. Finally if X^ = X and > 1, 
then 
(J^-XI) = 
* 1  
• 0  
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0  0  1 0  
*. *« *.l ; 
**.*•. 0 
0 • q_ 
thus rank (J^-XI) = mu-1 while rank - 2, and 
the theorem guarantees the existence of an x so that 
( A-XI) z = X. 
Corollary; Let A, A and x be as in the corollary and 
define = x, 
(A-XI)z^^^ = z^ 
Then there is x such that this equation is solvable, for 
i = 0, ly ... nu - 2, where is the dimension of the 
Jordan block containing X, 
Proof : The preceding corollary takes care of the 
case i = 0; for i = j > 0, apply that corollary with (A-XI) 
replaced by (A-XI)^"^^. 
and 
(J^-XI)^ = 
7 4  
XI. APPENDIX B 
Lemma 2.3 Suppose A is hermitian. Then 
xeS = {y: (y*y)A*Ay + (y*A*Ay)y - 2(y*A*y)Ay =ay, 
"1 îc "1 le for some scalar a} only if x = tu-* + su , where u-' and u 
are normalized eigenvectors of A(ie, = 1) and 
t and s are complex scalars. Further if then 
ss = tt. 
Proof Suppose xeS. Since A is hermitian. A* = a, and 
(x*x)A^x - 2{x*Ax)Ax + {x*A^x - a)x = 0. (B.l) 
2 Thus X, Ax, and A X are dependent, and 
X = su^ + tu^ (B.2) 
*1 Ic for normalized eigenvectors u-^ and u . Now if X. = X, , then 
J ^ 
X is and eigenvector of A corresponding to X^ and (B.l) is 
satisfied with a=0. So suppose 
Using (B.2) it follows that 
x*x = ss + tt, 
x*Ax = ssX. + ttX, , 3 k 
x*A^x = "ssX^ + ttX?, ] ^ 
and thus (B.l) becomes 
(s"s + tt) (sX^ui + tX?u^) + (i"sX^ + ttX?-a) (su^ + tu^) 3 JC J K 
-2(s"sX. + ftX,)(sX.ui + tX,u^) = 0, (B.3) ] ^ J ^ 
T k 
since U"* and u are linearly independent, (B.3) yields 
the two equations 
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(ss + tt) sX^ + (ssX? + ttX?) s - 2(ssX. + ttX,)sX. = as, ] ] ^ J K ] 
(B.4) 
("ss + tt)tX^ + (IssXj + ttX^) t - 2 CssXj + ttX^)tX^ = at. 
(B.5) 
If either t or s were zero, (B.2) would be a trivial 
representation and x would be an eigenvector or the zero,., 
vector. So assume t^O, s=|=0. Dividing both sides of (B.4) 
by s and both sides of (B.5) by t and equating the left 
sides we have 
(ss + tt) (Xj - X^) - 2(¥sXj + ttX^)(Xj - X^) = 0. 
Since Xj^X^, 
ss(X% - Xj) + tt(Xj - ^^) = 0, 
and Ws = tt. 
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XII. APPENDIX C 
The following lemma will be useful in the proof of 
Theorem 3.5. 
Lemma Suppose A, an n x n complex matrix, has kj<n 
distinct eigenvalues 1_<i_gc. Let {x^,y^ }, i>0, be the 
sequence in n x n Euclidean complex space generated by 
Algorithm 3.4. Let 
i i* i* i i* i i i E^ = { ( u  ,v ): u u = V V =1, Au = X^u , and 
i* i*, V A = X.v }, l<i<k. 
Then there are open sets l^i_<k, so that = (!>, i=fin, 
and E-CK.; and if (x^,y^ )eK. for some i,, then (x^,y^ )eK. 1 1  3 - 1  J  
for all i^i2. 
Proof First note that E. is a non-void closed set, l<i<k, 
and E^riE^ = cj), i^m. Then since n x n Euclidean space has the 
T^ topological separation property, there exists open sets 
LOE. such that L./lL = é, i^ra. Suppose F is the function 11 1 m 
i i* i+1 i+1* defined by Algorithm 3.4 so that F{x ,y ) = (x ,y ). 
Since F is continuous and for each (x,y*) cE^, F(x,y*) 
= (x,y*), then there are open sets M^, L^CM^CF.^, and 
for (x,y*)eM^, F(x,y*)eL^. Now the function N is also 
continuous, and since for (x,y*)eE^, N(x,y*) = 0, there are 
open sets K., l<i<k, so that 
1. for some e>0, (x,y*)EK^ implies N(x,y*)<e, and 
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The sets satisfy the desired property. For let 
(x,y*)eK^; then F(x,y*) = (x,y*) since (x,y*)eM^. But 
N(x,y)<N(x,y)<e, and so (x,y*)eK^, for some m such that 
l^m_<k. But since = (f), i=)=in, {x,y*)eK^. Thus if 
(x,y*)EK^, so is F(x,y*). 
Proof of Theorem 3«5 Consider two cases. In the 
first, suppose for some i, where = N(x^,y^). 
Then if = 0, x^ and y^ are the desired eigenvectors. 
If N^>0, then = 0 and (x^,y^ ) satisfies (3.18). 
The second case is N.>N.^T, i>0. Since {N.} is a 
1 iT-X — X 
monotone decreasing sequence of real numbers bounded below 
by zero, it converges to a limit L, Then the corresponding 
sequence {x^,y^ } in closed and bounded n x n space has a 
subsequence which converges. Denote this by {x^^^ , y^^^ }. 
Now if L = 0, this sequence must eventually get inside one 
of the K sets of the above lemma. But then the original 
m 
sequence essentially converges to some eigenvector pair 
(u*,v**)eE^. 
So assume L>0. As above there is a subsequence of 
{x^,y^ } which converges to, say, (x,y*). Suppose (x,y*) 
does not satisfy (3.18) for g and h* chosen by (3.17). 
(The other case is analogous.) Using the function F from 
the above lemma, let F(x,y*) = (x,y*). Then N(x,y*) = L-e, 
where e>0. Since N and F are continuous functions and 
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converges to (x,y*), there is m>0 so that 
is arbitrarily close to L-e, namely, 
N(x(^^,y^^))<L. But this is a contradiction. Hence (x,y*) 
satisfies (3.18). 
